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ABSTRACT
Accurate sizing of individual nanoparticles is crucial for the understanding of their physical and chemical properties and for their use in
nanoscale devices. Optical sizing methods are non-invasive, rapid, and versatile. However, the low optical response of weakly absorbing
subwavelength dielectric nanoparticles poses a fundamental challenge for their optical metrology. We demonstrate scalable optical sizing of
such nanoparticles based on confocal scanning microscopy. The method is absolutely calibrated by correlating the optical signatures in the
scattered pump laser signal to the ground truth nanoparticle sizes measured by an atomic force microscope. Using an air objective with a
numerical aperture of 0.9, we measured the sizes of nanodiamond particles ranging from 35 to 175 nm, with an average error of 6 12.7 nm
compared to the ground truth sizes. This technique paves the way for the metrology of a wide range of weakly scattering nano-objects for
applications in biomedicine, catalysis, nanotechnology, and quantum optics.
Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0057471

With rapid advances in nanotechnology, the detection and
metrology of individual nanoparticles have become crucial for a wide
range of applications, ranging from biosensing1 to quantum optical
devices.2 The most sensitive techniques for the sizing of individual
nanoparticles include atomic force microscopy (AFM), transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). AFM characterization yields precise height measurement of
nanoparticles on ﬂat substrates, down to a single nanometer, but is
limited by the slow scanning speeds required for such accuracy.3
Electron microscopy techniques provide excellent lateral resolution
but require special sample preparation and introduce carbon contamination4 and charges.5 Optical sizing methods are non-invasive, feature
high throughput,6 and are directly compatible with a variety of other
optical measurements such as those of Raman scattering,7 ﬂuorescence,8 or parametric response.9
However, optical sizing methods are spatially limited by the
wavelength of light. Their applicability strongly depends on the size
and optical properties of nanoparticles. The metrology of subwavelength metallic nanoparticles, down to a few nanometers, is facilitated
by the presence of localized surface plasmon resonances.10–12 As for
dielectric nanoparticles, inferring their individual sizes by optical
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scattering techniques13–17 has so far been challenging in the sub100 nm range, particularly for weakly absorbing materials. The scattering cross section in dielectric particles scales as the volume squared in
the Rayleigh limit, while absorption scales proportionally to the nanoparticle volume.18 The sizing of weakly absorbing nanoparticles must
rely on their vanishingly small scattering signals. Sizing of such particles has been possible using whispering gallery resonators19 and laser
cavity spectrometers.20 However, these characterization techniques
based on high quality factor resonances require co-locating the particle
with the resonator as well as tuning the excitation in resonance with
the optical mode. Other recently reported techniques rely on photonic
crystals21 and plasmonic resonances22 on specially patterned substrates. These requirements limit the practicality of resonance-based
techniques.
Here, we use a confocal microscopy setup to acquire scattered
light signatures from inhomogenously sized nanodiamonds (NDs).
After the initial calibration of the instrument using ground truth particle height measurements obtained by AFM, we are able to predict ND
sizes through optical scattering signatures. Using an air objective, we
demonstrate sizing of individual NDs down to a diameter of 35 nm,
much below the range of sizes that exhibit optical resonances in the
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visible spectrum.23 Our approach provides an accessible method for
the sizing of individual weakly absorbing subwavelength nano-objects.
Our sample consisted of NDs (Adamas Nano NDNV100 nm)
randomly dispersed on a 170 lm thick glass coverslip substrate. A CW
green laser (Coherent OBIS 520LX) operating at k0 ¼ 520 nm with an
incident intensity of 4 mW, spatially ﬁltered by a pinhole, was used to
pump the sample’s top surface containing the NDs through an
NA ¼ 0.9 air objective (Nikon MUE12900). We used a home-built
scanning confocal microscope to acquire scattering maps of 54 NDs
(Fig. 1). The objective scanning was performed by a three-axis piezoelectric stage (P-561, Physik Instrumente) with a range of 100 lm and
a resolution of 0.8 nm. The pump light reﬂected by the sample was collected and collimated by the same objective, separated from the incident pump by a beam splitter, and focused into an avalanche
photodiode (Hamamatsu C10508-01) through a confocal pinhole.
During the scan, the smooth coverslip surface yielded a constant
reﬂection signal. As the laser beam waist was scanned over an ND, the
scattering by the nanoparticle modiﬁed the reﬂected signal, producing
characteristic dark features on the acquired maps [Fig. 2(a)].
We determined the “ground truth” heights of the same NDs by
acquiring 1 lm  1 lm sized “headshots” using a high-resolution
AFM (Asylum Cypher S). Figure 2(b) features several representative
AFM headshots for NDs of different sizes. Finally, we also show the
wideﬁeld camera images of the NDs in Fig. 2(c) acquired by illuminating the sample with a broadband lamp. Each row of images in Fig. 2
corresponds to a speciﬁc ND. We note that for ND heights below
80 nm, the particles do not appear on the wideﬁeld camera images but
produce measurable reﬂection dips on the confocal scans. This is
indicative of the extended dynamic range of confocal imaging, compared to wideﬁeld imaging, for the sizing of dielectric nanoparticles.
From Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), a positive correlation between the size
of confocal map features and the AFM-measured sizes of

FIG. 1. Schematic of the confocal scanning setup. A 520 nm pump laser illuminates
the sample with randomly dispersed NDs. The objective with NA ¼ 0.9 is scanned
by a 3-axis piezo stage. The reﬂected light is collected to produce a scanning
image of the nanodiamonds using an avalanche photodiode (APD).
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FIG. 2. Size-related data for representative individual NDs used in the study. (a)
2 lm confocal pump reﬂection scans with a pixel size of 25 nm. For each row, red
circles indicate the features corresponding to the same NDs (b) 1 lm AFM height
scans (c) wideﬁeld 1.3 lm by 1.3 lm camera images of the same areas as in (a)
and (b). Single NDs with height below 77 nm produce distinct features on the
confocal scans but do not appear on the wideﬁeld images.

nanodiamonds can be inferred. We now show that these optical features can indeed be used as a measure of ND size by confronting them
with the ground truth measurements. To quantify the size-related
information obtained from confocal reﬂection maps, we deﬁne an area
parameter Ai corresponding to every individual reﬂection feature (see
Fig. 3). First, the scattered light intensity was normalized by the
reﬂected intensity from a ﬂat sample area on the coverslip. The scattering features of NDs exhibited distinctively lower intensity values than
the ﬂat glass substrate areas did. Next, for each reﬂection feature, we
counted the number of pixels Ni with intensities below a threshold.
The threshold was taken at the lower end of the intensity histogram
formed by pixels belonging to a ﬂat area surrounding the ND (background pixels). We converted Ni into an area Ai, knowing the physical
size of the confocal map pixel of 50 nm. Figure 3(a) shows a characteristic reﬂection feature from a nanodiamond with ground truth height
of h ¼ 83 nm. In Fig. 3(b), we show a cross section of the reﬂection
intensity proﬁle along the blue line passing through the ND. The
ensemble of pixels below the threshold value deﬁnes the area A.
Diamonds with h > 35 nm yielded discernible features in the
confocal reﬂection intensity proﬁles, from which the area A could be
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FIG. 3. Quantiﬁcation of the confocal reﬂection intensity proﬁle for an ND with
AFM-measured height h ¼ 83 nm. (a) The ND location is associated with a characteristic dip in the confocally detected reﬂection intensity due to scattering by the
nanoparticle. The reﬂected intensity in the map is normalized by the intensity measured from a ﬂat coverslip area. The area A is deﬁned as the total area of all the
pixels in the connected reﬂection feature with an intensity less than the threshold
determined from background. Here, our area parameter A ¼ 0.535 lm2 is formed
by 214 pixels with a size of 50 nm. (b) Reﬂection intensity proﬁle along the blue line
in (a) normalized by the average background level.

extracted. The hi in our dataset ranged from 35 to 140 nm or from
0.07k0 to 0.27k0. In particular, these sizes are well below the diameter
d0 of the smallest diamond sphere supporting a Mie resonance in
vacuum.
We divide all the NDs in our dataset into two groups of 27 NDs
each, forming a calibration and validation set. For all the NDs in the calibration set, we ﬁt the dependence hðAÞ with a power law, extracting an
exponent value of 0.43 [Fig. 4(a)]. The extracted trendline h ¼ kA0:43
can now be used to “predict” the sizes of NDs from the validation set.
We assess the accuracy of our optical nanoparticle sizing method on the
validation set by calculating the average difference between the ground
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FIG. 4. The ground truth ND heights measured by AFM plotted against the area
parameters A determined from confocal reﬂection intensity maps. (a) The data of
the calibration set is ﬁt by a power law, represented by the solid blue line. The
dashed bands represent the accuracy of the confocal sizing method. (b) The correlation obtained from (a) is veriﬁed with a second dataset, yielding an accuracy of
612.7 nm. Each ND has a size well below the minimal diameter d0  200 nm
necessary for a diamond sphere to sustain a Mie resonance at k0 ¼ 520 nm in
vacuum.

truth sizes and the “predicted” values given by the trend line [Fig. 4(b)].
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2
This accuracy is given by r ¼ hðhi  kA0:43
i Þ ival ¼ 612:7 nm for
the validation set, quantifying the performance of confocal microscopy
as an absolute sizing method for dielectric nanoparticles. In this study,
we do not consider the inﬂuence of possible ND particle asymmetries
on the confocal reﬂection intensity proﬁles. Therefore, part of this accuracy value is expected to be caused by the natural dispersion in nanodiamond aspect ratios.24
Accurate optical nanoparticle sizing through confocal microscopy has wide applications across several ﬁelds. It is directly
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compatible with the optical characterization of functional nanoparticles, offering a rapid pre-selection tool for the deterministic
assembly of nanoparticle-based quantum photonic25,26 and semiconductor devices.27,28 The method can assist in targeting, tracking,
and studying size-dependent degradation mechanisms and chemical properties of nanoparticles for developing drug delivery systems29 and investigating catalysis mechanisms.30 Finally, this
method can ﬁnd use in defect metrology for semiconductor fabrication and nanotechnology.31
Several straightforward avenues of improvement are available for
our optical nanoparticle sizing method. Both the measurement accuracy and the dynamic range can be improved by replacing the air
objective with an oil immersion objective featuring a larger numerical
aperture and by minimizing background reﬂection32 from the substrate. The scanning time can be reduced by using multiple confocal
apertures.33 Moreover, with larger training datasets one could make
use of machine learning regression to further improve the sizing
accuracy.34
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